
 

2017 Clock/Scoreboard Responsibilities 
 

1. Arrive at the Press Box ½ hour prior to the start of the game. 

2. The Scoreboard Controller should have been set up by the Press Box Team prior to your arrival. 

3. Familiarize yourself with the various functions of the Scoreboard Controller. If you have 

questions please direct them to the Press Box Team 

4. Please take this role seriously as you are responsible for the accurate posting of game time and 

score 

 Watch for official’s signals 

 Goals, Time Outs, Start & Stop Clock 

5. You will have a walkie-talkie to communicate with the score table in the event of a question on 

the field. The score table or officials may want to contact you during the game as well, so please 

verify that the walkie-talkie is ON and WORKING before the game begins. We use channel 1. 

6. Before the game begins verify the following: 

 Length of each quarter (boys) or half (girls) 

 Length of time between quarters or halves 

 Length of time between games if appropriate 

7. Make sure you understand when there is a “Running Clock” or when clock stoppage should 

occur. This may be at an official’s signal, after a goal, or when the ball leaves the field of play. 

These rules may change in the last 2 minutes of a time period or if one team is significantly 

ahead. There may also be differences between Varsity and JV games. In general: 

 Boys Varsity games will have 12 min quarters. The clock will stop on the official’s signal 

which includes after each goal, when the ball leaves the field of play and time-outs. 

 Boys JV games will be 10 min quarters and will  follow the same clock stoppage rules as 

the Varsity 

 Girls Varsity will play 25 min halves. The clock will stop after each goal and anytime the 

referee signals for a timeout (crossed arms overhead). In the last 2 min of each half the 

clock will also stop on every whistle (including when the ball goes out of bounds). If one 

team is ahead by 10 or more goals we will have a “Running Clock”. 

 Girls JV will be 25 min halves and a continuous running clock unless the referee signals 

for a clock stoppage. 

8. At the end of the game turn off the Scoreboard Controller and put it in the soft carrying case 

and give it to a member of the Press Box Team. 

 

 



 


